Letter Draw

Players: 3–4 players

You need: construction paper, markers, ruler, scissors, paper, pencils, glue, list of Unit 34 Basic Words

How to play: Players assemble tiles to form a partial Basic Word and then write the rest of the letters to complete its spelling.

1. Each player makes letter tiles by printing the complete alphabet on construction paper and cutting the letters into equal squares. Players turn their letters face down and place them in a pile.

2. To start the game, each player draws six letter tiles. Using the word list, they determine if they have at least three letters from a Basic Word.

3. If Player 1 can spell a Basic Word, he or she glues the letters to a sheet of paper and fills in the missing letters. If he or she cannot spell a word, Player 1 may return three letter tiles to the pile and draw three more.

4. Then Player 2 takes a turn. The game ends when at least one player has drawn all his or her letter tiles. The player who has assembled and correctly spelled the most words wins the game.

Use: For use with Unit 34.